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An example of changing the Category Archives display. I changed the settings for a Category page to show the following:
Remove Category: label. Here’s the result as shown in Zerif Lite theme. You’ll see that the top post has a small image, and that’s because it has a featured image set and the others don’t. Tag archives and custom post type archives. You can do the same for tag archive pages too. Exactly the same options exist. The only one you can’t use is Hide Parent Field (because tags can’t have parents). To remove categories archives from title in the categories page. You can log in to Dashboard > Theme > Custom Code then add the following code to the “Header Code”:

```
Hey! It removed the whole title, is there any way to keep the category name “fashion” but remove “category archive”? Also is there a way to remove the black line that splits the title and the posts?
```

DominicStaff answered 5 years ago.

If you want to remove the “Categories archive” section. This category contains articles about fanwork archives — both individual archives and general overviews on the topic. The archives listed here include websites, as well as offline collections like the Fanzine Archives. Use the archive template when creating a page about an individual archive.